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“Understood. From now on, we’re peril-ridden! No matter how we tried to stop them, there
would still be enemies entering Erudia,” Phoenix said with a frown.
After all, if the enemy were indeed coming against Levi, they would not send someone
mediocre for sure.
Those sent would de nitely be the best of the best!
Hence, everyone’s responsibilities would turn much heavier.

Levi heaved a sigh. “I don’t wish to trouble too many people regarding this, so just arrange
my own people for this. Phoenix, please check which team is idle at the moment.”
Phoenix bore a relaxed smile and replied, “Sir, it so happens that the Specter Army has
completed their mission.”
“Good, then summon the Specter Army and the Cavalry Regiment. That would do!” Levi
commanded.
There were not many people in the Specter Army. In fact, it was made up of only fty
members.
It was a special army established by Levi.
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As the name itself implied, they were just like specters, moving elusively on the battle eld.

They often killed without exposing themselves. Like assassins, they attacked the Achilles
heel and slew with just one move.
The Specter Army was extremely terrifying.
The most crucial point was that most of their enemies weren’t even aware of the existence
of such an army.
Seeing them implied that Death was after you.
The Specter Army under the God of War remained unknown to many people.
Other than Levi, no one even knew what they were like.
Not even Azure Dragon and others.
This army worked directly under the command of Levi.
Even though the existence of the Specter Army was unknown to others, the enemy was
aware of the existence of such a troop and they were terrified to the bone.
It was hard to tell when they would be targeted by these specters of the battlefield.
With the Specter Army and the Cavalry Regiment, in addition to his own presence, no one
could really lay a hand on Zoey.
Zoey was totally unaware that a photograph had brought such a huge turmoil to the entire
world.
Tens of thousands of forces and organizations abroad started to get restless.
Countless of eyes were fixated on her.
Her net worth was also rocketing, reaching a hundred billion…
There were already bounties issued overseas amounting to a hundred million for providing
specific information about Zoey alone and another hundred billion for capturing her. In
addition, whoever was able to kill Levi would be awarded two hundred billion.

Apart from that, the amount of the bounty kept rising.
Meanwhile, on a small island abroad.
It was the territory of Atlantis.
Atlantis was a member of the Eighteen-Nation Alliance which had been defeated by Levi in
the past.
There were a few helicopters on the small island and a luxurious yacht in the dock.
There were also plenty of fully-armed guards standing around.
In a residence on the island, dozens of people were discussing some issues.
There were photos of Zoey and Emma on the screen.
These people present at the residence had all been defeated by Levi. They were from the
Eighteen-Nation Alliance and had been subjugated to Levi for almost five years, mortified
execrably.
When Zoey’s photo was exposed, they were the most excited party. In fact, they were also
the ones who couldn’t wait to be the first to take action.
“We had to get ahead of everyone. If we kill Levi Garrison, the shame we’ve experienced all
these years would all be cleared!”
“Mmm, so then, our next step would be to send thirty top fighters to Erudia to capture these
two women!”
“Hold on, would thirty of them be sufficient?”
“It should suffice. These top fighters selected this time were enough to rival the top fighters
on the Saber Leaderboard of Erudia! With their synergy and our cooperation in the dark, we
would definitely succeed!”
“It’s not good enough. I’ll send a hundred well-trained fighters to disturb Levi Garrison
beforehand and then we’ll let these thirty men handle him. This way, the probability of
winning would be higher.”
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These defeated foes of Levi were busy discussing how to secure their win.
They must capture Zoey and Emma or either of them. They had come out with a lot of plans,
and all they wanted was success!
It was different now that Levi Garrison’s weakness had been identi ed.
In the past, they hadn’t been able to devise any scheme. Even when Levi Garrison stood
there and let them strike, no one could have killed him.

Not only the Eighteen-Nation Alliance that had been overcome by Levi was preying on Zoey,
but it was also the same with many other forces from different nations. They were all
targeting Zoey.
One of them was Wheldrake which had been conquered by Beasts led by Williamson.
Their arrogance was entirely crushed by Williamson from the West.
This time, after getting to know about Zoey’s existence, they started weaving a nasty plot.
Wheldrake was belligerent with its hard-hitting and rugged people. The folks in Wheldrake
advocated for martial arts as a way of life.
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There was also a leaderboard in Wheldrake which was known as the Saga Leaderboard,
similar to the Saber Leaderboard in Erudia. Everyone in Wheldrake regarded those listed on
the leaderboard like gods.

This time, everyone on the Saga Leaderboard, which consisted of a hundred skillful fighters
would all sneak into North Hampton.
Preparing to capture both Zoey and Emma alive.
In order to deal with Levi, Wheldrake had gone all in this round.
Revealing each and every one of their trump card.
Not only Wheldrake but there were many other forces and organizations sending their
people to worm their way into North Hampton as well.
Therefore, there were indeed plenty of formidable fighters targeting Levi this round.
An unfathomably large number of them.
Even assassins, mercenaries, and hackers had been attracted by the enormous bounty and
joined in.
All in all, the menace awaiting was far worse than what one could imagine…
Not even Levi had expected this.
He had underestimated how horrifying he was to his enemies.
As soon as any of his weakness was identified, the enemies would counter and target
frantically.
The hostility faced this time was unprecedented.
His enemies had risked everything to come against him.
As time passed, the information obtained about Zoey and Emma was getting more and
more detailed.
Even information regarding the background of Levi was obtained.
They had even discovered the Garrison family.

Initially, they intended to take advantage of the Garrison family but after figuring out the
relationship between Levi and the Garrison family, everyone gave up on their initial intent.
There was no advantage to be taken; it was totally pointless.
On the other hand, in the Garrison clan in Oakland City.
Tyrone Garrison just hung up the phone with a perplexed expression.
“Is Levi so well known? This has been the fifth person calling to ask me about Levi’s
identity…” He marveled.
The rest of them asked, “Sir, what’s going on? What happened to Levi?”
Tyrone was equally bewildered. “I have no idea either. All the foreign family forces which
have ties with the Garrison family were looking for me today to verify the identity of Levi.
There were already five of them calling; I’m sure there would be more to come! This really
makes me wonder if Levi has some prominent status unknown to us!”
Tyrone was truly puzzled by this strange happening.
Not even Damien receives this kind of treatment.
How could Levi have such privilege?
Just as he pondered about this, there were incoming calls to confirm Levi’s identity again.
Dozens of them.
Going berserk.
“What? Levi’s connection with the Garrison family is even known to forces abroad? Sure
enough, bad news has wings!”
“As expected, now that the fact of this rascal’s identity as an illegitimate child has spread,
even the forces abroad would mock this top ancient family of ours in Erudia!”
…

The Garrison family members were utterly displeased.
They thought that the Garrison family’s reputation was powerful enough within and without
their home country.
And it was because others had found out about Levi’s identity as an illegitimate son.
Just then, Tyrone received another phone call from overseas.
“Are you making a bet with Levi?” after confirming Levi’s identity, the person on the line
couldn’t help but ask.
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Tyrone answered with his subconscious mind, “Yes, what’s wrong?”
“You’re such a moron! How dare you make a bet with him? Now everyone overseas knew it!”
With that, the person ended the call ferociously.
“What?”

Tyrone was completely confounded.
Why does he call me a “moron” after getting to know my relationship with Levi?
What is going on?
In fact, the person’s intention was simple.
He was berating Tyrone for his ludicrous bravery of making a bet with the God of War of
Erudia.

Is he mad?
The God of War has conquered hundreds of nations outside Erudia; he’s the worst
nightmare of tens of thousands of foreign family forces.
And this moronic Tyrone dares to make a bet with him.
Isn’t it ridiculous?

“Oh, I get it! He’s berating me for demeaning my superior status to bet against an
illegitimate desperado. Isn’t this discrediting? It’s indeed a foolish act! Especially now that
everyone abroad has come to know the existence of Levi, they would regard my decision to
be exceedingly mindless! Levi is definitely unworthy of my attention!” Tyrone put on a
helpless face.
But he was indeed at a loss for solutions.
Levi got hold of his secrets, leaving him with no other option than to bet on it.
How could he have known that he got it totally wrong?
Between him and Levi, the one with a lowly status was he himself!
“Ah, I see! So now the Garrison family is being ridiculed by these people abroad thanks to
Levi!”
“He’s indeed the disgrace of the family! Sooner or later he would make the Garrison family
nailed on the pillars of shame!”
“True. A genius like Damien thrives in obscurity and a trash like Levi is infamous!”
…
The Garrison clan had absolutely no idea about what was happening in Erudia.
Neither were they aware that forces from overseas had erupted.
Within half a day’s time, the situation of the entire globe had taken an unexpected turn.
Everything was undergoing enormous changes.
All because of the b*stard in their eyes.
Just because of a single person alone, the entire world had gone frenzied.
Damien smiled and said, “Father, I’ve heard that Martin would be going against Levi soon.
He’s no angel!”

“Haha, let others teach him a lesson lest that rascal is boastful.” Tyrone laughed.
As anticipated, Martin departed to North Hampton.
Along with him was Tiffany.
Tiffany had dressed up this time, preparing to meet Levi in her most graceful comportment.
To make him regret!
On the other hand, Levi had no plans to let Zoey and his mother go out anymore. There were
inevitable risks outside.
He was constantly staying by their side to take care of them.
Meanwhile, there was news from Phoenix that a lot of skilled fighters had already snuck into
North Hampton but it was difficult to identify them.
Right then, there were hundreds of pairs of eyes observing Levi.
There were hazards everywhere.
“Phoenix, North Hampton doesn’t need to be fortified; let them all in and we can wipe them
out in one shot!”
Levi commanded.
All he wanted to do was to thrash them so dreadfully that fears were struck into their hearts.
So that they dared not come up with nasty thoughts anymore.
“With me around, Erudia is the forbidden ground. Don’t you all understand?”
Levi had a feeling that many people had forgotten what pain felt like in the past six months
when he was dormant.
Within a few hours, the number of fighters entering from abroad had reached thousands.

A large proportion of them was on par with the big-time fighters on the Saber Leaderboard
of Erudia, especially when all the fighters on the Saga Leaderboard from Wheldrake had also
come.
They had already hidden around Levi and his people, waiting for a reasonable chance to act.
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“Whoa!”
At the North Hampton Airport.
After getting off the plane, Martin took in a long breath; he had come specifically for Levi.
After all, the engagement has been called off. And the Garrison family gives no d*mn about
him now.

Hence, Martin had no more concerns. Levi has to be severely injured if not dead. That was
his sole purpose.
There were other people who came on the same flight as Martin.
They were all wearing a hat and were in leather jackets. Tattoos could be vaguely seen on
their faces.
They even took a glance at Martin when they passed him by.
The North Hampton Airport that day was filled with an unusually high number of foreigners.

“Mr. Preston, it’s very strange at the airport here today,” just then, one of the personal
bodyguards of Martin said with a hushed voice.
“What’s wrong?”
Tiffany and Martin looked in his direction simultaneously.

“This airport is filled with extremely skilled fighters everywhere. I could sense that everyone
here is unusual!”
The bodyguard uttered while he looked around.
“Exactly! I could feel that too. There’re many top fighters around and they don’t seem to be
from Erudia.”
“And those are only what we’re able to observe. I’m sure there are more who are even more
powerful than us!”
“What happened? Did something go wrong?”
…
The other bodyguards could feel the same.
There was danger everywhere in this North Hampton Airport. There were too many
powerful fighters around.
The majority were those who were stronger than them.
Their intuition was right.
Ever since Levi told Phoenix to remove the fortification, many fighters had come
swaggering.
There were three groups of people who had come together in the same plane as Martin.
“Hmm… What’s happening? What are so many fighters doing in North Hampton Airport?”
Tiffany was confused.
So was Martin.
“I heard that something happened abroad but I don’t know the specific details.”
“Could it be something to do with what we’re here for?” One of the bodyguards asked.

“But that shouldn’t involve North Hampton. In my opinion, other than the fact that Levi
Garrison is here, there’s nothing much about North Hampton. Even if there’s anything huge
about to happen, it should be in Oakland City. How could it possibly be in some small towns
like this?” Every word that came out of Martin was spoken with disdain.
They were from Oakland City so when they looked at other places, they felt privileged very
naturally.
Especially both Tiffany and Martin were from imperial families.
Hence, they were all the more snobbish, bearing the thought that nothing major should
happen in such an insignificant place.
Unlike Oakland City which was the real grand place.
Even the exposure there was far greater and better than that of such a small place.
That was the reason why they were all overweening when they faced Levi.
Not to mention the stronger Garrison clan.
“Forget it. Let’s go find Levi directly!” A cold glint flashed across Martin’s eyes.
“Sure!” Tiffany nodded in agreement.
She took off her sunglasses and her face showed up.
“Whoa… She’s so beautiful!”
When Tiffany’s face was revealed, there was an uproar in the airport.
Many people were surrounding her, trying to capture photographs of her.
After all, Tiffany had put on the most exquisite makeup and was wearing the most noble and
fashionable outfit.
She was incredibly stunning.

An inexplicably elegant air was wafting from her. That was cultivated from living in an
affluent family since young. It was something even the celebrities couldn’t compare.
During her previous visit, Tiffany was afraid that Levi would refuse to call off the
engagement due to her attractiveness. Hence, she had deliberately made herself appear
unappealing.
They were there to call off their engagement but Levi made a remark that she was no match
for his wife.
She had been keeping this in mind ever since.
This time, she had come in her best shape.
She couldn’t wait to see Levi’s response when he saw her.
Would he still say she was not as pretty as his wife?
“Levi Garrison, I’ve come. Are you ready?” Tiffany curled her lips into a gracious smile.
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Meanwhile, Levi was accompanying Zoey.
He got a call from Seth Wilson, who told him that someone was looking for him.
Levi was stunned. Wow, are these people so straightforward now? Coming directly in my
face?
But when he heard that it was actually Tiffany and Martin, he was relieved instantly.

Oh, it’s actually these two morons.
“Seth, tell them that I have no time for them. Ask them to get lost!”
Levi was preparing for a herculean enemy and had no time to entertain them. They were
nothing to him at this point in time.
On the other hand, outside of Morris Group.
Martin and the lot were waiting anxiously.

Seth came out and spoke in a placid tone, “My boss is occupied at the moment, please
leave immediately!”
“What?”
Martin was exasperated. With their status and background, Levi had the nerve to ignore
them?

That’s outrageous!
“There was the Garrison family covering for him before, but why is he still so cocky now?
He’s totally disregarding us!” Martin asked furiously.
Likewise, it had never occurred to Tiffany that Levi could be so haughty that he had refused
to even meet her.
“You better get back to Levi now and tell him that if he doesn’t see us, I’ll personally stir up
trouble for him.” Martin intimidated.
“Please leave now. Mr. Garrison is really busy with other things and had no time for some
nobody like you!” Seth waved his hand impatiently.
Even though he didn’t know what happened, he could tell Levi was occupied with something
big recently.
“Nobody?” Martin and Tiffany pointed toward themselves and asked.
As the descendants of the imperial families in Oakland City, how could they be nobody?
Is he joking?
Nevertheless, comparing to the hundreds of nations overseas, they were indeed nobody.
“Fine! Levi Garrison, you jack*ss! We’ll do things the hard way then!”
Tiffany was also unimpressed.
When she first came here, Levi regarded her with disdain. This time, she had come in her
best appearance but she was shut out.
“No way, Levi Garrison must see me!” There was a steely glint flashing across Tiffany’s
eyes.
She wanted to stand in front of Zoey and let Levi make a thorough comparison, hearing
from him in person that she was better than Zoey.

Night fell, and darkness descended upon North Hampton, which also signified the
forthcoming peril.
The top fighters from the Eighteen-Nation Alliance including Wheldrake and Atlantis had
come together. There were also fighters from some other overseas nations, not forgetting
the mercenaries, assassins, forces from the Western Dark World, and even fighters from
some large consortiums who continued to gather around.
Initially, every distinct force wanted to be the first to capture Zoey and Emma, making their
names in the world.
However, according to information gathered, Levi had been keeping them company and
there was no opportunity at all for them to act.
Apart from that, everyone knew full well that Levi must have been aware of their actions and
was ready with heavy defense.
If it were in the past, they would have no possibility of winning.
But this round, Levi had two weaknesses. And they could try.
Hence, everyone had given up on firing their attacks alone and instead, gathered as many of
them around as possible.
They had to strengthen their power and create synergies to fight with Levi in his face.
It would be best if they were able to separate Levi from the two targets and then get their
hands on Zoey or Emma.
“The result of this is very clear— we would be severely hampered! The God of War of Erudia
was immensely potent, I’m afraid half of us would be left, buried forever in this land. Despite
that, the order given to us is to strike at all costs!”
…
Owing to the hatred toward Levi, every one of these fighters had prepared to die in this
battle.
“What’s going on here?”

A group of people showed up out of the blue.
They were none other than Martin and Tiffany.
“Wait a minute… It seems like an upheaval has occurred and our winning rate has gone
higher!”

